Overview

1. Purpose:

The purpose of the Projector provided as part of the Early Digital Learning Programme (EDLP) is to enable the Educators/Teachers to use the Projector in their day to day teaching process in an interactive manner. The Projectors provided are enabled with Wireless Dongles for enabling the wireless connectivity between the Tablet or the Laptop and the Projector.

NOTE: The Projectors shall be used under the supervision of the Teacher/Educator strictly for the School/Class/Curriculum related activities only. The Projector settings are calibrated by the tech support team. It should never be altered/changed as it may disturb the view. Do not try to adjust the Projector manually on your own. The installation and calibration of the Projector shall be carried out by the tech support team.
2. Accessories:

The Projector provided to the classrooms comes as a package with HDMI Cable, Remote with Holder, Wireless Dongle and Wall Mounting kit apart from standard accessories like Power Adaptor.

NOTE: Only the approved and authorized components, accessories shall be used along with the Projector. Any usage of unauthorized accessories/ components/ adaptors may limit the performance of the product and also damage the product.